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merhod must be
countered appropriately. One way of doing this is to use an
appropriately adapted
combination of sensors (e.g., by adding
GPR technology).
The illustration
shows the rest track
~~
plot results achieved
.J in a first test step, initially exclusively with
a m etal detector that was later complemented by CPR.

2fd. This two-frequency CW unit has
been meeting th e requirements for
ground adaptation for years now (i .e., the
Detection at Depth
electronic circuitry adapts the unit automatically to changed ground conditions).
As mentioned above, detection and
This means that optimum detectability
is guaranteed even in areas with magnetic clearance of the surfaces must also be
followed by detection and clearance of
or conductive soils and in saltwater and
the deeper-lying UXO. In this field as
brackish water areas.
Integrated, selectable soil-adaptive well, essential advances that have enfunctions that learn allow additional ad- hanced performance have been made in
recent years. These include creating largeaptation to extreme situations. When, in
the I 950s and 1960s, the plastic age area sensors incorporating pulse technology
gained ground, mine manufacturers also and operating on the basis of the eddydeveloped so-called "plastic min es" current method and creating appropriate
wh ich, in extreme cases, incorporate only methods for editing and representing the
a minimum metal share (e.g., the firing measured signals.
The magnetometer technology, develpin). Allowance has been made even for
this development, a dramatic one for oped by Prof. Friedrich Forster, is available
mine detection, by adapting the sensor for high-resolution detection offerromagnetic objects at great depths. H aving been
performance. An adequately high transmit power and software-aided, automatic further developed constantly over the
evaluation of the in some cases minimal years, it supplies the clearest results availsecondary signals of the metal object able today. Safety and efficiency/economy
guaramee reliable detection capability. are of prime importance in the case of
UXO detection as well. Here as well, the
T he appropriate arrangement of the receive elements, some of them as twin , method of choice is to add corresponding
idenrical modules, allows precise posi- evaluation software and to set up large,
full-coverage sensor arrays analogously to
tioning (pinpoin ting) of the object.
rhe procedure used for surface detection.
One further step towards enhanced
The related evaluation software supefficiency of detection is the design of
large-area sensor systems, generally by plies clear magnetic field charts and, on
the basis of this, makes it possible to commaximising the above method. A maximum transmit power in conjunction with pute suitable object lists fo r informing the
clearance team deployed subsequently.
a large number of receive elements in a
suitable array makes it possible to quickly When using such systems, the quantity
of data produced is very large, so it is pracscan large areas. Using a high-resolution
position -finding system then makes it tical to make a separation on the basis of
possible to plot the object on correspond- data acquisition, data evaluation and
ing location maps or to precisely mark clearance. Data acqu isition and simultathe position of the object with paint directly neous evaluation of this data are already
technically feasible today. This "division
on site. However, the flood of so-called
of
labour" has proven ever more successful
false alarms necessarily accompanying this
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in recent years: site sounding and information editing by specialised reams, fo llowed
by clearance and disposal by appropriately
trained Explosive O rdna nce Disposal
(EOD) personnel. Similarly, the detection and evaluation method can be used
as a subsequent method of quality inspection after clearance has been performed .

Conclusion
Mined areas can be used safely by
the civilian population only if definitive
clearance of all munitions and ordnance
is carried our and completed and only
when rhe cleared area has been certified
and the areas released. Achieving th is
humanitarian goal in a very short time
after the end of conflicts or wars still necessitates a great deal of commitment on the
part of all concerned. It is the challenge
to the menace of landmines and UXO.
All technologies already available today
offer an extraordinari ly good basis for
developing more extensive and optimal
methods fo r efficient/economic and safe
detection of the heritage of numerous
crises. It is the joint task of all those involved-be they users or manufacturers-to continue this development process
in a targeted manner. Regardless of this,
however, it is absolutely essential to ensure appropriate support for this process at
a political level, which requires e laborating corresponding fundamen tals and
standards and ensuring that they are introduced and applied worldwide. •
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The Versatile Tank-like Flail
The University of Rhode Island may soon get to test a new minefield clearance
vehicle. With its sturdy frame and versatile design, this machine may be
suitable for areas like farmlands .

by Harry Einstein, PE
NEBETCO
NEBETCO Engineering in Rhode
Island has developed a new self-contained,
affordable, rider-controlled machine for
safely discharging land mines in farmlands
and other accessible areas. The operator
is well protected by heavy steel plates and
sirs ren feet behind rhe mine discharge,
the force of which is confined and directed
away from the operator. The heavy steel
structure of the machine is designed to
wi thstand the explosive force of an AP
m ine. Should AT mines be encountered,
some damage to the machine could resu lt, but the operator should be unha rmed. The machine is designed to clear
a four-foot wide path and to clear one
acre in two to four hours depending upon
the ground conditions. If desired, rhe
described machine can be remotely operated. This operation would be desired
wh ere AT or heavy concenuations of
UXO are suspected.
When nor needed for mine elimination, the machine can, with add-on
accessories, serve as a shrub cutter, a tilling or cultivating machine, a small tractor,
a portable hydraulic supply for o cher
machinery or as a portable electric supply
with the addition of a generator. Some
of these operations can be performed at
the same rime as rhe demining operation.
The design features three wheels and a
narrow track providing for operation on
uneven ground. The machine is relatively

simple and could be manufactured in
countries with limited facilities. The machine can be driven on ramp boards up
on a trailer bed or a medium sized open
or closed truck. Most if not all countries
would permit such mobile machines to
be driven on paved or unpaved roads for
short distances from one area to another.
The mine discharging section shows
a revolvi ng square or round tube to which
are affixed rows of strings of hinged, flat
pounding plates or heavy chain which Ay
outward by centrifugal force and repeatedly strike the earth. The hinged plates
are shown flat, but contoured plates could
be more effi cie nt. Additionally, spikes
could be incorporated on the ourer plate
of the string that could help break up the
soil. Rotation is provided by a hydraulic
motor. The power source is an internal
combustion engine driving a hydraulic
pump. Hydraulic power is also supplied
to the two hydraulic motor wheels that
provide (motive) power. Individual valve
control of each hyd raulic motor wheel
provides for speed and steering. The preferred wheels are pneumatic with heavy
threads. Automotive type chains may be
used to increase traction. A second driving
arrangement is the use of tracks instead
of wheels. An alternative to pneumatic
wheels or tracks is all steel wheels with
steel ears that were common on very early
rracrors.
The machine is supported by the
two wheels, or tracks, and a single rear
free swiveling wheel that is designed to
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be raised or lowered hydraulically as required by the operator for the desired
depth of engagement with the earth.
Several accessories could be used
with the basic machine. lr is also possible
ro have the machine pull a tiller or a cult ivator while clearing minefields ar the
same rime. A simple addition is the installation of a row of tines or a cultivator
installed o n the underside of the machine
behind the driving wheel or tracks. If such
operation is desired, a larger engine would
probably be required, depending upon
the land conditions. The operation and
depth of entry would be under the control of the operator.
Safety ofthe operator has been provided
for. The revolving mine discharging rotary mechanism is housed in heavy steel
plates with openings in front for discharge
of earth a nd exploded mine fragments.
T he small opening between the rotary
mechanism and the wheel housing, which
is also housed in heavy steel plates, is
covered by a heavy steel woven-flexible
blanket. In addition to the heavy steel
plates indicated, the operator sits above a
heavy steel floor. Additional protection
can be provided by a heavy reinforced
plastic e nclosure as needed. •
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